AN_16008

LC-3000(PA) Debugger User’s Guide
Relevant Device
This application note applies to the following device:
LC-3000 Master , LC-3000PA Master , LC-3000 Slave , LC-3000PA Slave
CB-LC-2000 , UC-2102

1

Summary
Easy Connection is a wireless communication product series released by INHAOS, It contains a number of RF products
which can be connected to each other, this product series has the following features:


Easy to use: The product is a circuit module , users only need to connect the power and ports to make it work, do not need any
experience in RF design, programming like a wired connection to achieve RF communications



Stable and reliable: Professional design, using frequency-hopping technology, strong anti-interference ability, stable
communication is guaranteed.



Powerful and flexible: Provided both UART communication interfaces and direct IO control mode, user can be select the
appropriate modules depending on the application. in some cases without additional processors directly implement the necessary
function.



Low cost: Based on the mature technology, optimized hardware design, to achieve the best price.

The LC-3000(PA) serial 2.4GHz RF Multi-To-Multi (M2M) UART module is a new module release by INHAOS, It’s
combined a high performance and low power Cortex-M0 processor and 2.4G RF SOC, provide user a very easy way to
implement 2.4G RF communication via simple UART programming.
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In order to help users to quickly use LC3000, we released the LC-3000 Debugger tool. To use this tool, you will need :
Hardware:
1 x PC running Windows OS
1 x LC-3000(PA) Master
1 x LC-3000(PA) Slave
2 x CB-LC-2000
You can get the Quick Evaluation Kit on eBay:
300m Long range Application: LC-3000PA Quick Evaluation Kit
30m Short range Application: LC-3000 Quick Evaluation Kit
LC-3000 Master/Slave: http://www.inhaos.com/product_info.php?products_id=162
LC-3000PA Master/Slave: http://www.inhaos.com/product_info.php?products_id=163
Please note that LC-3000PA and LC-3000 can be work with each other, it will get almost 60 to 150meters in open range
Software:
Windows 7 or above
Microsoft .net framework 4.0
LC-3000(PA) Debugger --- Download from www.inhaos.com

2

Environment Setup
2.1

Hardware connection
USB 1
UC-2102

CB-LC-2000
LC-3000(PA) Master

PC

USB 2

LC-3000(PA) Slave
UC-2102

CB-LC-2000
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2.2

Software setup
Download the LC-3000(PA) Debugger , unzip it , you will get a folder as below:

Double click the “setup.ext” , and install the software . After succeed install the software, you can find the software
in :
Start -> INHAOS -> LC-3000 -> LC-3000 Debugger

2.3

Debugger window



1: Serial port number : After the UC-2102 attached to the USB port , the PC will assigned a “COMx” port
number to the UC-2102 , remember the port number , and select suitable port number and baud rate in the
drop box. And then click “Open” to open the comm port.
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Note: LC-3000(PA) have two modes:
M2M Mode: This mode allow Master and Slave use difference baud rate, after your MCU change the
baud and sent data the LC-3000 , the LC-3000 will auto apply the new baud rate , which means in M2M
mode , user do not need to setup baud rate for LC-3000.
P2P Mode: This mode is work in transparent mode , the Slave end’s baud rate will be auto follow the
Master’s baud , and user need to set the LC-3000’s baud rate to same as the MCU’s baud rate, and user
need to ensure both Master and Slave MCU have same baud rate.


2: Broadcast Mode : ONLY AVAILABLE FOR MASTER , Check this box , all data will be sent in Broadcast
mode , in this mode , all paired slave can be received the data , Broadcast data is signle direction , only be
issued by the Master, all the paired Slave device can receive broadcast data. The Broadcast mode will work
combined with "Broadcast Time" parameter , because Broadcast is signle direction work , for ensure all
target can be receive the data , Master will continuing transmits the broadcast signal, until the following two
conditions are satisfied at least one of:
1, Broadcast Time is up , the Broadcast time can be set by command "=913" , the units is mS , and the
range can be setup in 1000 to 65535 mS.
2, Valid communication data comeing form UART RXD, the Broadcast will break if MCU sent valid data to
the LC-3000.



3: Auto Reply Mode : Since the communication is Bidirectional operation except the broadcast mode , for
each communication packet , transmitter will wait the ACK form the receiver , otherwise the transmitter will
be resend the packet until get ACK or resend timeout. In debugger, if check this option , the debugger will
auto reply a ACK to the transmitter once the LC-3000 received valid data.



4: RF Send Data : The LC-3000 data format need to follow below format:

=<Other side's UID>:<Your Data><CR LF>
Where:


“=”: Fixed head: ASCII character



<Other side's UID>: The last byte of target device’ UID , each LC-3000 have it’s own UID , it total 4
bytes, the last byte is Local ID and other 3 bytes is Address ID , the UID has pre-programmed in
the factory and marked on the label , also user can be modify the UID by command “=900” and
“=901”.

About the UID:









Each device have it’s own UID
The UID has pre-programmed in factory
User can be modify the UID by command “=0x90” and “=0x91”
The Master can be store max 126 Slave’s ID , and the Slave can be
store max 126 Master’s ID
The UID can be removed by command “=906” and “=907”
The device are Identify each other by Local UID (The last byte of UID) ,
so in a same network the last byte of UID can not repeat in same side ,
if this things happen please use “=90” to change a new ID
User modify the UID , have to note below:

In a same network, the last byte of UID (Local ID) can not repeat
in same side. (Master can not repeat with Master and Slave can
not repeat with Slave)

For All device , the UID can not repeat.

The range of Local ID is 0 ~ 125 , other number may cause
unexpected error
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“:” : Fix token for split data and address



<Your Data> : The user’s data , in M2M mode and P2P mode , the max data length is 240Bytes, in
Broadcast mode , the max data length is 51Bytes.





<CR LF>: Fix end symbols, it’s 2bytes of hex data “0x0d 0x0a”

5: Other side’s UID : Write down other side’s UID here, the debugger can be combined valid address and
data into a packets sent to the LC-3000.



6: Uer’s Data : Write <Your Data> here, the debugger can be combined valid address and data into a packets
sent to the LC-3000.



7: Communication Log : All sent and received data will be log here.



8: Command Area : user can be use all command here.
For LC-3000, user can be sent configuration command to LC-3000 to setup apposite status.


Write Loc Id: If you want change you Loc ID, use this button. It will execute “=900” command.



Write Address Id: If you want change your Address ID , user this button , it will execute “901” cmd.



Set Work Mode: The LC-3000 have 3 power mode:


“0: Full Speed Mode”, in this mode , the module will stay in receive mode in the normal, this mode
have least communication latency and highest speed, but max power consumption.



“1: Power Save Mode”, in this mode , the module will stay in sleep mode and will be wake up to
receive data each 1 sec , LC-3000 in accordance about 1:10 wake up and sleep ratio to work to ensure
that the premise of communication as much as possible to save power consumption.
In this mode , if MCU sent data to the module , the module will be wake-up immediate without any
delay.



“2: Sleep Mode”, in this mode , the module will stay in Sleep mode , and only can wake-up when
receive data form MCU. That means if you set LC-3000 to this mode , it may can not receive data form
RF , it only used data sent application but least power consumption.



Set Upgrade Mode: ONLY AVAILABLE FOR MASTER, The LC-3000 have a very important feature is can
remote upload sketch through Arduino IDE , this command is used to sent the other side to entry Upgrade
mode . since the LC-3000 M2M mode is not transparent transmission , so this command will switch the
Master and target slave into P2P mode , and then sent uploading data through Arduino IDE.
Some time the other side is stay in power save mode, it will can not receive the command and response
immediately, so here you can set a timeout (Unit: S) , for example 10S , the Master will stay in Upgrade mode
for 10sec and continued sent command to Slave , if the Slave still no response till to time up , the Master will
give up and back to M2M mode.
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If the Slave entry Upgrade mode , it will be exit Upgrade mode by below ways:


Upload sketch succeed , the Slave will pull low the DTR pin to reset the MCU.



Master exit the upgrade mode , the slave will auto exit upgrade mode after few mill second.



The Master and Slave are disconnected , after few mill second the Slave will exit upgrade mode.

Please , in Upgrade mode , the LC-3000 Master and Slave will work in P2P mode , the baud rate is depended
on the P2P Baudrage setting , normally Arduino UNO R3 ‘s upload baud rate is 115200bps , so if you are
using LC-3000 with the UNO , please ensure the P2P baudrate is set to 115200bps.


Set P2P Baudrate: LC-3000 support M2M mode and P2P mode, for M2M mode , user do not need to setup
the baud rate , the LC-3000 will auto detect MCU’s baud rate and apply it. But for P2P mode , the LC-3000
must set same baud rate as the Master MCU , and the LC-3000 Slave will follow the Master’s baud rate , so
the MCU in Slave side have to set same baud rate also.

How to decide LC-3000(PA) baud rate:


Decide system data rate request.



Make sure both Master and Slave MCU are support the baud rate.



Set LC-3000 Master’s baud as expect. LC-3000 Slave baud rate will auto follow the Master’s baud rate.



Write Master MCU code and Slave MCU Code with expect baud rate.

The “P2P baudrate” is default 9600bps , if you are using LC-3000 with Arduino UNO and will be remote
uploading sketch , please set P2P baud rate to 115200bps.


Set Default Baudrate: In M2M mode , the LC-3000 will detect MCU’s UART baud rate and auto apply the
baud rate , but this method is rely on MCU send data to LC-3000 through UART , in some case if MCU never
sent data the LC-3000 , the LC-3000 can not detect the baudrate and apply it , if other side send data
through RF , the LC-3000 will send data to MCU with the “Default Baudrate”.
The “Default baudrate” is default 9600bps ,if your MCU is not work on 9600bps , please set LC-3000 ‘s baud
rate to same as your MCU UART baud rate.



Set Broadcast Time: In Broadcast mode , the data is single direction transmission , and some target device
is in power save mode , it will not receive the broadcast data on time . to ensure all target device will receive
broadcast data , you can set a broadcast time , in the time , the Master will be continuous transmission the
broadcast data , until the time out or valid UART data coming from the MCU.
The “Broadcast” is a very useful function , if you want to sent data to to multi device and hope they can
receive data on time , try this function , please note set enough “Broadcast Time” if you use this function.
The default setting is 1000mS.
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Set TX Time: To ensure the communication , once the transmitter sent data to the receive , it need the
receiver reply a “ACK” , if did not get the ACK data , the transmitter will be resend the packet , until get ACK
or TX time is out. Set TX time value to bigger will increase the stability of communication, but it will be
appropriate to reduce communication efficiency.
The default setting of TX Time is 10000mS.
User’s MCU code must note , reply ACK to other side ASAP after got data packet , otherwise the LC-3000 may
sent an ERROR to other side if Assert Timeout is occurred.



Set Assert Max Time: Receiver got data packet form other side , it will sent data to MCU through UART
immediately , MCU get the data, must sent a “ACK” to the LC-3000 , then LC-3000 reply ACK to the
transmitter. This is a whole communication process.
The whole communication process as below:
S1: Transmitter (can be either Master and Slave) MCU sent data packet to LC-3000.
S2: TX side LC-3000 Sent data packet to RX side.
S3: RX Side LC-3000 Received the data packet.
S4: RX Side LC-3000 Sent data packet to RX MCU.
S5: RX MCU got the packet , sent ACK to RX side’s LC-3000
S6: RX side’s LC-3000 sent ACK to TX Side’s LC-3000
S7: TX side’s LC-3000 received the ACK
S8: TX side’s LC-3000 sent ACK to TX side’s MCU
S9: TX side’s MCU got the ACK , packet transmission completed.
The Assert Max Time is functioned between S5 and S6, if LC-3000 sent data to MCU , but MCU did not
reply, after Assert Time is out , the RX’s LC-3000 will be reply an ERROR to TX’s LC-3000 , then TX’s MCU will
know this transmission is failed.
If the MCU is slow, or large amount of data processing, it can increase the Assert Time value. The
default value is: 1000mS , which means MCU must reply ACK within 1000mS after received data form
LC-3000.



Device List debugging

Switch to Device List page , here have more debugging function:


Clear Device List: Press this button to clear all paired device.



Clear one device: Press this button to clear specified device.



Save Device to List: user can be add device by two ways:


By Pairing operation : Press CFG/PAIR button and hold over 3sec , the device will entry Pairing operation , after paired ,
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the other side’s UID will write into local device list.


Save Device to List by command: Except the pairing operation , user can be direct write device into list , please note ,
Master only can write slave in to it’s list and Slave is also , they will be communication only both Master and Slave write to
the list each other .



Set priority: Since the LC-3000 working on Multi to Multi mode, there may be communication conflict
between multiple devices , the important device can be set to a higher priority, in order to ensure
communication. Here have 4-level’s priority setting , 0 is highest and 3 is lowest, the default is 2.



Get Device List Changed Count: This command return the device list changed count, and its value
range: "00000"~"65535". Each time when the device list changed the DEV_LIST_CHANGE_COUNT
will increase one. By query the DEV_LIST_CHANGE_COUNT, the APP can clearly know whether the
device list has been modified or not.



Get Device List Mask: Get the device list mask of LC-3000. The DEV_MASK consists of 16 bytes
hex string and each bit of them mapping to one device of the device list. If the bit is set, indicates
the corresponding device in the device list is valid; otherwise, the device info is invalid.



Get Device from List: Read one device info from device list. ENABLE indicates whether the device
is valid or not. ENABLE=0, the device info is invalid; ENABLE=1, the device info is valid.
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3

Selection Guide

Easy Connection Selection Guide:
S1: According to actual application, estimate the number of communication



terminals, One master can be connected max 126 Slave and one Slave can be
connected max 126 Masters.

S2: Depending on the application field, select the RF power, LC-3000 and



LC-3000PA can be communication to each other , the reference distance
reference left picture.
Note: The communication distance is depend on the environment, climate,
installation etc, so the above distance just for reference , it's tested at open
air environment, and in real applications there are some differences.

S3: If the communication distance is not enough, user can be very easy to



extend range by combined LC-2000 and LC-3000. Please refer below picture.

MCU

LC-2000PA
Master

LC-3000PA
Master

LC-3000PA
Slave

LC-2000PA
Slave

LC-2000PA
Master

200m

200m

MCU

LC-2000PA
Master

200m

MCU

MCU

MCU

LC-3000PA
Slave

LC-3000PA
Master

LC-3000PA
Slave

200m

200m

INHAOS Headquarter：
1111 Oakmont Drive #C, San Jose, CA
E-mail ：support@inhaos.com

95117

INHAOS China office：
No.6 Building,Songke Estate,Songshan Lake National Hi-tech Industrial
Development Zone,Dongguan,Guangdong Province，523808,China
E-mail：Support@inhaos.com
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